Collagen-Like Peptide Bioconjugates.
Collagen-like peptides (CLPs), also known as collagen-mimetic peptides (CMPs), are short synthetic peptides that mimic the triple helical conformation of native collagens. Traditionally, CLPs have been widely used in deciphering the chemical basis for collagen triple helix stabilization, mimicking collagen fibril formation and fabricating other higher-order supramolecular self-assemblies. While CLPs have been used extensively for elucidation of the assembly of native collagens, less work has been reported on the use of CLP-polymer and CLP-peptide conjugates in the production of responsive assemblies. CLP triple helices have been used as physical cross-links in CLP-polymer hydrogels with predesigned thermoresponsiveness. The more recently reported ability of CLP to target native collagens via triple helix hybridization has further inspired the production of CLP-polymer and CLP-peptide bioconjugates and the employment of these conjugates in generating well-defined nanostructures for targeting collagen substrates. This review summarizes the current progress and potential of using CLPs in biomedical arenas and is intended to serve as a general guide for designing CLP-containing biomaterials.